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Abstract

Starling with typical dynamical composite models for exotic bosons as well as

weak bosons, we derive their effective interactions, examine the restrictions from

the presently known experimental results, and estimate possible effects on e + e"

scattering. Some of the neutral exotics in the composite model, which decouple

from neutrinos at low energies, can be as light as the order of the weak boson

masses and offer the possibility of detecting sizable effects in the TRISTAN, SLC

and LEP energy region.
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Regularities in the quark-lepton spectra seem to suggest a further fundamen-

tal layer of matter, the subquark (or preon) [ l ] , [2], [3]. For example, the prolif-

erations of the color triplets and weak iso-doublets may indicate the subquarks c

and w, the common carriers of the color and the weak iso-spin, respectively. In

this picture, weak bosons, Higgs scaiars and even photon and gluon could also be

composite [2]. The composite models predict various new phenomena at as high

energies as the compositeness scale. New exotic and excited states would appear

[4], the scattering cross sections would deviate from their standard model values

due to their size effects [5] and subquarks would develop jets consisting of quarks,

leptons and intermediate bosons [6]. From the argument on unnalurainess in the

mass renormalization of the Higgs sector in the standard model, the scale of new

physics can not be much beyond the TeV ;.gion [7j. If the compositeness is re-

sponsible for avoiding the unnaturalness, the above mentioned phenomena would

be observed in this region. In particular, we expect that the ground states of

the neutral exotics can be observed at comparatively low energies. In this letter,

we examine the possibilities to observe their effects in the energy regions of the

experiments with the e+e" - colliders such as TRISTAN, SIX and LEP.

The neutral exotics would exhibit their effects also in pp scattering, neutrino

scattering, the anomalous magnetic moments of leptons and the Z - boson mass

deviation via mixing. Among them, the neutrino scattering places the most

severe restriction on their masses to be larger than a few hundred GeV [8].

Accordingly, they cannot affect e+e~ scattering at 50 - 100 GeV so much, as long

as they couple to neutrinos. The same restriction arises for the extra Z boson(s)

in the grand unified models and superstring - inspired models [9]. However, some
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of the neutral exotics in the composite models may decouple from neutrinos at

low energies and are free from tke restriction. We consider, as examples, i) the

"color singlet gluon", the vector boson made of c and c, where c is the subquark

carrying the three colors and ii) the heavy (excited) photon, which couples to

matters with the strength proportional to their electric charges. For the purpose

of comparison, we also examine the effects of iii) the "leptonic gluon" [8], the

vector boson made of c^ and c^, where c") is the subquark carrying lcutonic

color, although this particle does couple to neutrinos.

Let us denotes the exotic vector boson by Vj,. It is mixed with the photon

i4p (tilded because it is yet to be diagonalized to form the physical photon) and

the neutral component H'3 of the weak boson through

where B^ = d^B,, - dvBf for the vector field £„ in general; A, A' and A" are

the current mixing parameters and AM is the mass mixing parameter. These

bosons couple to matters through

where e is the electromagnetic coupling constant, g is the weak coupling constant,

gy is the coupling constant of V^, J£m is the electromagnetic current, Jjj is the

neutral component of the weak isospin current and J^ is the current of V^.

The mixing parameters, the coupling constants and the form of J% should be

determined by the dynamics of the subquarks. If and only if A = e/g, the known
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sector of the photon and weak bosons exactly coincides with that in the standard

model [10]. Hence we consider two typical dynamical models where this relation

is automatically satisfied.

(a) Modei of the Nambu-Jona-Lis/mo-Bjorten type [11] , [12]: The funda-

mental interaction to form the color singlet gluon is given by

(3)

where c is the subquark carrying the three colors and F is a coupling constant.

The system with the interaction Lagrangian C.ni is equivalent to that with

C.uc = cVV--±(Vll)\ (3')

where V^ is an auxiliary field. The quantum effects give rise to the kinetic and

interaction terms of V^ and after appropriate rcscaJing, V^ becomes the genuine

composite field V̂ . The leptonic gluon is generated by the same interaction

Lagrangian as (3) except that c is replaced by the subquark c<'' carrying the

leptonic color. The composite quarks q and leptons / are assigned as q ~ whe and

£ ^ whc^\ where h is the subquark carrying the generation quantum number.

The mixing occurs through the subquark-loop diagrams.

(b) SV(2)L*,U(l)x.U{l)' Gauge Model: We assume that the scalar field * f

~ (2,-r<3',0) (i =1,2) (or (2,0,-r'3') in the model of the heavy photon) and £ ~

(1,1,-1) are condensed in a gauge invariant way as

(4)
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where A. and A, are constants, which set the mass scale. The composite fields

are assumed to be SU(2)L x [/(I)' - blind. The vector mesons, * ' ! } , , * (or

<t't/?!,•!>' with $' = (4'^j, 4*2) in the model of the heavy photon), become the

weak bosons, wliiie &Dp£ becomes the exotic boson, where D^ is the covari-

aut derivative of the whele gauge group. The doublet 0 . plays the role of the

(bosonic) subquark wiL. Ths colored subquark c and the leptonic one c''* are

fermionic and are assigned as follows: the left (right) handed component is a

doublet (singlet) of the 5£/(2) t . We denote the U(l) and U{1)' charges by Y

and Y', respectively. Then, Y + Y' = 1/3, 4/3, -2/3, -1, 0 and -2, for cL, c]/t,

C2R> C^' c\% aIK^ c?fl' resPec^'vc'y- The color singlet gluon is characterized by

Y'(c) = 1/3 and K'(c<") =0, the heavy photon, by Y(c) =0 and Y(^) = 0

and the leptonic gluon, by Y'(c) = 0 and V(e<'') = -1. The composite quarks

and leptons are assigned as follows: q. ~ wrcr£ ^CLK 9p "' cn^^C"K £* ~

wlcl)ir(^>>' 1R ~ ^ V ^ - One ca,i further show that, as far as the scalar

degrees of freedom are frozen, the model in the unbroken phase of SU(2). x

(/(l)y. x f/(l)' (= G) with (-1) is equivalent to the corvcntional model in the

Higgs phase of G with < * > ~ A# and < f > ~ A{ [13]. This equivalence

has also been recognized by Bilchak and Schildknecht [H] and is expected to

generally arise as a result of complementarity [15].

After straightforward but lengthy manipulations, »• get the mixing and in-

teraction Lagrangians, (1) and (2), with the following relations,

i) color singlet gluon: Both of the dynamics lead to

A = e/g, \' = eQJg, A" = 0, AA/2 = 0, 3v
f = J«, (5)



where Qc = 1/6 is the electric charge of the subquark c and J* is the quark

number current.

ii) heavy pkoion: The dynamics (b) leads to

A = e/g, X' = e/g, A" = 0, AM 2 = (gv/g)Mlv, J% = J*, (6)

where M,v is the mass of the W boson and j j is the weak hypercharge

current. The mass mixing is diagonalized by the transformation, W'? =

K ~ (9V/SK. K = iSylslvWt, "here g{, = ggv/^TgJ. This shows

tliat the system with (6) is equivalent to that with

A = e/g, A' = e/g'v, A" ̂ - g'y/g, AJW2 •= 0, J% = J™, (7)

and the interaction Lagrangian CiM ~ g'yJ'^V1'. (This is the reason why

we call it the heavy photon.)

iii) Upionic gluon: Both of the dynamics lead to

A = e/g, X' = eQ4l)/gv,X" = 0, AM 2 = 0, ̂  = }l
f, (8)

where Q = -1/2 is the electric charge of the subquark c ^ and J^ is

the lepton number current. The fact that A' has the form e/gv x (sub-

quark charge) can be taken as a general consequence of the dynamics which

respects the relation A= e/g.

The mixing is diagonalized in an ordinary procedure to give the diagonalized

states, ^4,,, Zy and X^, which are interpreted as the physical photon, Z boson
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and extra vector boson, respectively. The masses should have the relation

[1 - (1 - A2)Jl/i/M,V][l - (1 - A')A#/M,V] = -(A" - AA')/A, (9)

where

A = 1 - A2 - A" - A"2 + 2A2A'2A"2. (10)

The A's are written in terms of the coupling constants e, g and gv (or g'y) as in

(5)-(8). Among them, e is precisely determined by experiment. We use the value

such that a = e2/4ir = 1/137.036(1 - Ar), where Ar = 0.05S is the radiative

correction term with the top mass m( = 100 GeV and the Higgs mass A/;/ =

100 Ge(/ [16]. The coupling, g, is related to Mw by g = {4\Z2GF)l/!A/,v, where

the Fermi coupling constant G„ is precisely determined by /? decay experiments.

Thus, for a given set of Mwz x, we can fix gv by (9) and can calculate any

physical quantities in terms of them.

Now, we consider the restrictions from presently known experimental results.

We use the following numerical values.

1) weak boson masses: Af,y = (81.0 ± 0.56) GeV [17] and Mz = (91.09 ±

0.06) GeV [18] , [19] (as the averaged values).

2) up and up (ue and Ve) scatterings: sin2fl,v = .2283 ± .0048 (.2271 ± .0143)

[20] from up and Vp {ye and Ve) scattering, where the sin20 is determined

by assuming the standard model.

3) Bhabha scattering: Ai > 7.1 TeV [21], where Ai is the compositeness

scale for current x current interactions with the vector coupling.
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4) pp —» "X" + any tiling, "X" — e+e~: The bound on the coupling strength

multiplied by the decay branching ratio B("A*" —• eTc") given in Fig. 5(b)

of Ref. [22J.

5) pp —* "X" + anything, "X" - * JJ ( J denotes a jet): The bound on

<r{pp - • "A"' + anything)B("X" - • JJ) given in Fig. 3 of [23] for Mx =

160 ~ 400 GeV together with its linear extrapolation in the neighboring

region, where a and B denotes the cross section and the branching ratio,

respectively.

6) The constraints from anomalous magnetic moments of the electron and

muon a»_- .»s restrictive than the above bounds.

The values in 1) above allow M%Y and Mz inside the ellipse in Fig. 1 (up

to 95% C. L.). The dot - dashed curve in Fig. 1 gives the kinematical limit

such that only Mw and Mz below (above) it are allowed for Mx > Mz (A/Y

< Mz). The other experimental bounds place a further constraint depending

on the species and mass of the exotics. For example, consider the color singlet

gluon with M v = 150 GeV. The cross section, a(pp - • "X" + anything)B("A'"

—» e+e~) calculated in our model for Mw and Mz below the short - dashed

curve in Fig. 1 does not satisfy the bound in 4) above. Similarly, the bound

5) forbids M,v and M ? above the dotted curve white the bound 3) forbids the

M.v and Mz below the Long -dashed curve. On the other hand, the bound 2)

places no further restriction. Thus, the shaded region in Fig. 1. is finally left

allowed. We repeat this procedure for each exotic boson at each M^ and map

each region into the Mx - gy (Fig. 2), Mx - fl(60GeV) (Fig. 3(a,b)), M y -

R(M ) (Fig.3(c,d)), and Mx - T (Fig. 3(e,f)) planes, where R(E) is <r(e+
e-
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—*• hadrons) at CM energy E divided by a(e*e~ —* fi^fi )QED
 = 43ra/3i?2 and

T z is the total decay width of the Z boson. The shaded regions are allowed.

Since the mixing parameter A' is proportional to \jgvy too small gv causes

too large mixing and is foibidden. The coupling, g^, is bounded from the above

if the exotic boson directly couples to the particles in the reaction channel, while

it is bounded from the below if Vp couples only through mixing. An advantage

of the current mixing representation in (7), (8) and (10) without mass mixing is

that the extra neutral - current interaction at low energies is simply proportional

to (Jp)2. It is obvious from the form of J% that the singlet gluon and the

heavy photon do decouple from neutrino" at low energies, but the lep'-onic gluon

couples. In fact, the vp, Vp, ve and Ve scatterings place the restriction on the

mass of the leptonic gluon: M~ > 390 GeV (Fig.2(c)), and, when combined

with the bound from e+e" -« e+e~, Mx > 450 GeV is required. The leptonic

gluon can hardly affect R(60 GeV), R(MZ) and I"z. On the other hand, for the

singlet gluon, the allowed region lies between 'he bounds from e+e~ - • e+e~

and from pp —* J J + • • -, which leaves the possibility of the smaller mass as A/Y

> 126 GeV, and, for heavy photon, the allowed region lies between the bounds

from e^e" —• e^e~ and from Mw _, which imposes rco essential lower bound

on Mx. The values of R(60GeV), R{M2) and Tz deviate from their standard

model values. For example, R(60 GeV) of the singlet gluon is larger than the

standard model prediction, which possibly explains the (slight) enhancement in

R at TRISTAN [24]. The deviations in R(A*2) and Vz are still consistent with

the recent Jesuits from SLC [18] and LEP [19] within errors. More precise

measurements in the near future would be able to distinguish the present model
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from the rtandard model. We hope that these piedictions are examined in the

forthcoming experiments at TRISTAN, SLC and LEP.
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Figure Captious

1. The experimental bounds on Mw and M- for the color singlet gluon with

Mx = 150GeV. The allowed region is indicated by the shaded area.

2. The experimental bounds on gv v.s. Mx for (a) color singlet gluon, (b)

heavy photon and (c) leptonic gluon. The allowed regions are indicated

by the shaded area. Each curve corresponds to the bound indicated in (b)

and (c).

3. The experimental bounds on (a,b) R(60GeV) v.s Af"v, (c,d) R(Afz) v.s.

Mx and (e,f) f z v.s. Mx for the singlet photon (a,c,e) and for ihe heavy

photon (b,d,f). The allowed regions are indicated by the shaded area. Each

curve corresponds to the bound indicated in (d) and (e).
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